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Abstract

Recent epidemiological evidence for Lebanese adults along with the increased efforts for policy and service planning have demonstrated the importance of screening for rates of psychiatric disorders in the adolescent population. In response to this need, the Beirut Epidemiological Investigation of the Psychological Status of Youth was conducted in a community sample to estimate the prevalence of psychiatric disorders and their correlates among adolescents. The main aim of this report is to provide a synthesis of the research process and challenges faced in completing the first population-based mental health survey among children and adolescents in Lebanon. This report discusses the challenges faced and the lessons learnt in conducting such a survey. Themes discussed include working around the absence of a proper sampling framework, conducting a sound study with limited funding and the absence of a research culture. This report presents evidence-informed recommendations for similar future surveys. The report also establishes that a sound epidemiological survey is possible even where there are limited resources and challenging contexts such as security issues or the absence of a research culture.
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Introduction

There have been multiple attempts in Lebanon, mainly driven by nongovernmental organizations, to raise awareness and spread knowledge on the importance of the surveillance, prevention and management of mental illness among the Lebanese population. Recently, the Ministry of Health has partnered with the World Health Organization (WHO) to launch the Mental Health Gap Action Programme (mhGAP) aimed at scaling up mental health care services. Another critical milestone for Lebanon’s mental health care sector has been the recent launch of the Mental Health and Substance Use Prevention, Promotion, and Treatment Strategy for Lebanon (2015–2020) (1), whose goals are in line with the WHO Global Action Plan for Mental Health.

Lebanon is a small country in the Middle East at the crossroad between oriental and western cultures. The country has experienced years of irregular bouts of political instability, security threats and civil wars, and this exposure to wars and war-related factors (e.g. displacement) has been linked to earlier onset of suicidal ideation and attempt (2), a greater likelihood of experiencing at least 1 mental health disorder (3) or specific disorders, including post-traumatic stress disorder, depression/anxiety and eating disorders (4–6). Despite the clear linkage between the deleterious effects of war on mental health in Lebanon and elsewhere (2,5), a national mental health strategy was only recently launched.

The strategy covers 5 domains, including the use of evidence to inform mental health policy,
practice and development, and improving access to care for vulnerable groups such as children and adolescents. Local available epidemiological data for children and adolescents have emanated mostly from targeted samples (e.g. children exposed to war), or have focused on specific disorders, clearly illustrating the necessity of better understanding the mental health profile and needs of youth in the general population. Previous research has shown that almost 1 in 6 (16%) of middle school students in public and private schools reported suicide ideation in 2005 (7). Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder was also found in 3% of schoolchildren aged 6–10 years using teacher and parent rating scales (8). Moreover, and quite importantly, the onset of many mental health disorders among a representative sample of Lebanese adults aged ≥ 18 years had occurred during adolescence or young adulthood (average 11 years for specific phobia, 14 years for social phobia, and 14 years for impulse control disorders) (9).

In an effort to gather population–based epidemiological evidence on youth that could feed into the development and evaluation of youth-friendly national policies and programmes, a household face-to-face survey was conducted in 2011–2012 among children and adolescents (aged 11 years to 17 years 11 months) residing in the capital city, Beirut (10). The study, the Beirut Epidemiological Investigation of the Psychiatric Status of Youth (BEI-PSY), examined the previous 30-day prevalence and correlates of several psychiatric disorders. Despite the challenges faced at various levels of the research process, some unique to Lebanon and others cross-cultural, BEI-PSY was successfully completed.

In general, sampling can been challenging in many contexts where official household listings, population registries or census information are unavailable; examples include studies from Ireland (11), the United Arab Emirates (12,13) and Bangladesh (14). Other challenges may be more specific to fieldwork, and can include fraud by interviewers (15), difficulty in recruiting or reaching cases (16), low response rate (17), lack of resources to carry out structured assessments (14) or to conduct community surveys drawn from a wide variety of urban and rural areas (15). Reporting issues may also prevail such as underreporting of religiously and morally taboo issues like alcohol or drug use in predominantly Muslim societies (14). Surveying a sensitive topic like mental health could also pose its own challenges. In Pakistan, for example, the low response rate was attributable to the stigma surrounding mental health, as well as general lack of awareness and concerns from parents on how results would be used (18). In a 2012 review of mental health research in the Arab world, a few potential factors contributing to the scarcity of mental health research endeavours in the region were identified; they included the lack of governmental support to conduct such research along with other more general factors such as lack of research infrastructure and limited research funding (19).

Specific challenges in conducting research in the Middle East region include low research support by both governmental and nongovernmental bodies, limited resources and difficulty in obtaining probability samples, not to mention instability and violence in some countries (20).
fact, conducting surveys in armed conflict areas, which includes countries that have experienced civil strife and wars such as Lebanon, may be challenged by lack of, or outdated, sampling frames impeding proper sample design and selection, or higher noncontact and/or non-response rates during data collection (21).

This paper provides a synthesis of the research process and challenges faced as well as main lessons learnt after completing BEI-PSY, the first population-based mental health survey among children and adolescents in Lebanon. We feel that such a transparent and detailed documentation and synthesis detailing evidence-informed potential ways of addressing such challenges is important for knowledge-sharing and guiding future research endeavours.

**Methodology: exposé and outcomes**

**Sampling and fieldwork**

Beirut was divided first into areas, and then into neighbourhoods (Table 1). The Central Administration of Statistics provided estimates of the number of households available by area (22); these were proportionately sampled and then equally divided across the various neighbourhoods within the area. Neighbourhoods were purposively selected to include a diversity of socioeconomic levels. Full details of the survey methodology are given in the BEI-PSY (12). However, the selection of households was not entirely conducted using probability sampling for logistical reasons, and the implications are addressed in the Discussion section. The research company conducting the fieldwork had acquired all maps from the Lebanese Army through their Directorate of Geographic Affairs and GIS/Transport, a specialized geographic information system company in Lebanon.

A total of 9061 households were approached and 510 completed adolescent/parent pair questionnaires were collected. In cases where there was a specific disability, such as severe mental retardation (3 cases), the surveyors tried as much as possible to interview the selected child, focusing on the parent interview. Eligible adolescents with hearing problems were excluded. Data collectors recorded all fieldwork details and outcomes (Table 2).

Among the households approached, 3517 were identified as ineligible, including units that were nonresidential or under construction and those that did not have an adolescent in the specified age range (Figure 1). A total of 1004 households included eligible children; 510 (51%) completed interviews, 363 (36%) were refusals, and the remaining 13% were either breakoffs or cases where the randomly selected child was unavailable during both visits.
Response rates (RRs) were calculated assuming a 3.5 ratio of ineligibility to eligibility, which was deduced from the pilot surveys. The formula used to make these calculations is:

\[ RR = \frac{I}{(I + P) + (R + NC + O) + e(UH)} \]

where: I = completed interview, P = partial interviews (ones without enough data to consider), R = refusals, NC = no contact, O = other, UH = unknown households, and e = estimated proportion of unknown eligible who are eligible (23). Rates varied by area ranging between 10% and 32% (Tables 3 and 4). The RR was calculated as 22%, with 9% being the minimum [total completed interviews (n = 510) divided by “all households except ineligible”] and 51% the maximum, assuming all households of “unknown eligibility” were ineligible.

**Study tools**

Participants completed a structured interview and a series of Arabic rating scales. The randomly selected child completed the self-report version of the Strengths and difficulties questionnaire (SDQ) (24), and the Peer relations questionnaire (PRQ) (25). The PRQ measures 3 constructs: bullying, being victimized, and pro-social behaviour (26). We used the Arabic version of the SDQ which has been validated among a sample of Yemeni children (26); the original English PRQ (25) was translated to Arabic by the team and back-translated. The SDQ is a measure of social, emotional and behavioural functioning (24). The selected parents completed the demographic sheet (including questions related to history of treatment seeking), the Attitudes towards psychiatric illness (ATPI) questionnaire (27), and the parent version of the SDQ. The ATPI is composed of 4 items assessing stigma associated with mental illness (27).

The parent and child were also administered the Development and well-being assessment (DAWBA) (28), a structured interview used to formulate a psychiatric diagnosis of a child/adolescent based on the Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-IV-TR) and the International classification of diseases (ICD-10) criteria (28,29). Clinical raters integrated information from the structured questions, the DAWBA-generated diagnoses, and from subjective transcripts, to come up with a clinical diagnosis that either accepts or overturns the computer diagnosis. Each DAWBA interview was rated individually by either a child and adolescent psychiatrist (FM) or a psychologist (PZ); the 2 raters had confirmed inter-rater reliability (29). The Arabic version of the interviewer-based paper and pencil DAWBA was used, which has good inter-rater reliability with coefficients of 0.93 for disruptive disorders, 0.82 for mood disorders, 0.72 for anxiety disorders and 0.68 for other disorders (29).

**Data collectors: training and quality control**
After successfully completing the required Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative course (30), data collectors were trained for a full day by a child and adolescent psychiatrist (FM), a clinical and counselling psychologist (PZ), and an epidemiologist (LG). Initially, 2 separate full training sessions were held for about 30 fieldworkers to train them on general interviewing techniques and specific survey procedures, followed by an interview simulation. A total of 22 data collectors, 12 females and 10 males, were finally involved in the fieldwork, 19 of whom (86%) were undergraduate university students.

Following the training, the pilot phase was conducted, during which the data collectors were closely supervised and evaluated by one of the research team (LT). The pilot phase was carried out in 3 waves to accommodate all newly recruited and trained data collectors, given the large turnover. The first 2 waves of piloting were mainly used to assess the feasibility of the sampling process, residual problems in administering the scales and/or interviewing, performance of data collectors, and other logistics. The results of the third wave of piloting were used to calculate potential response rates for our survey. Debriefing sessions took place with all data collectors, both individually and collectively.

During the pilot study, data collectors were also quantitatively evaluated by members of our team using a structured form consisting of 2 parts: the first included items on a 5-point Likert scale assessing the different aspects of the interaction with the selected participant, including body language, politeness, sticking to the scripts and questions, noting down answers verbatim, and preparedness. The second part of the evaluation consisted of an open-ended section evaluating the different phases of recruitment, including the introduction and random selection procedure and the administration of each questionnaire. The interviewers were shadowed and observed by the research team for two household visits and an evaluation form was filled out based on this observation. Based on these supervisions and evaluations, some data collectors were released. Booster information sessions were held to exchange experiences and input among the retained data collectors and other members of the research team; a closed Facebook group was also created to allow for regular group discussions and feedback, particularly during data collection.

Quality control was implemented independently by the research company and by our team. A random sample of participants with completed interviews was called back by the research company and asked specific questions to validate the answers against their original survey response. Specific questions inquired whether anyone in the household was interviewed, and cross checked details of the participating child (e.g. age, whether s/he went to school, current class, if child were receiving treatment for a medical psychological or nervous case), the time spent conducting the interview, and whether the interview was completed or not. General feedback was also solicited (i.e. whether the participants had any comments on the interview and/or interviewer). Quality reports were regularly generated by the research company and
shared with our team. The research team also randomly selected 10% of the sample to call-back for quality control.

During the entire fieldwork, progress reports were sent periodically by the research company detailing the total number of households completed until the report date, and the outcomes of the contacts made (e.g. number of refusals, number of households that could not be accessed, number of completed interviews, etc.).

**Ethical considerations**

The survey was granted ethical approval by the Institutional Review Board of the American University of Beirut. Informed consent and assents were obtained from participating parents and children/adolescents. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

Fieldworkers were provided with an emergency number to contact in case they encountered an adolescent who responded positively to one of the self-harm or suicidal ideation questions. The clinician who received these calls spoke with the adolescent, assessed the level of risk of self-harm and, if necessary, spoke with the parent and recommended referral accordingly. In addition, all participating parents were provided with a referral list of nongovernmental organizations that offer psychological services, and hospitals that have psychiatric departments in Beirut. Parents and adolescents were also given the option of meeting with the investigators 2 or 3 months following data collection in order to be briefed about the psychiatric symptoms of the adolescent.

As a token of appreciation, participants were provided with a small stationery kit. All authors certify responsibility for this manuscript.

**Discussion**

**Sampling frames and target sample**

Many international population-based surveys have used national registries and databases for their household surveys (15,31,32), or have been conducted by governments or government-funded agencies or institutions (33,34). In Lebanon, the last population census was conducted in 1932, and given the lack of sufficient resources to create new lists and/or maps of Beirut, we capitalized in the present study on the experience and expertise of a renowned
research company in assisting with the creation of the sampling frame. Future surveys, mental health or other, should budget for complete household listing of the areas to be surveyed (e.g., using GPS or satellite imagery) to generate a more complete sampling frame and enable a robust probability sampling technique (21).

When less than ideal sampling is employed, it is crucial for validity purposes to compare sample characteristics with that of the target population. In the BEI-PSY study, the sample appears to reflect the general demographic and socioeconomic trends within Lebanon. The ratio of males to females was only slightly higher than national estimates, and parental level of education was in line with Central Administration of Statistics data on maximal education levels in the Lebanese population (22), with about a third of the sample having less than secondary level education and a third of the adolescent sample having one or both of their parents complete a college education. The average monthly income per producer in Beirut in 2007 was US$ 606 (22); our sample was average in terms of socioeconomic status with the median households (yearly) income US$1000 or less; only 12% reported a household income of more than $US 2000. However, comparing the sample to national distribution of residents by sex, education and income does not guarantee lack of bias, or address fully the representativeness of the sample.

### Household access and response rates

Access to households was a major source of constraint in the survey. Noteworthy are the number of households that remained of unknown eligibility after 2 contact attempts; 4540 households were labelled as such, e.g. because no one answered or opened the door (n = 2700; 59%), parents were not available (n = 132; 3%), fieldworkers could not access the building (n = 544; 12%), etc. (Figure 1). One possibility is that there was really no one home, but another quite probable reason could be the country’s uncertain security level, rendering residents both cautious and reluctant to open their doors to strangers. Quite challenging were also the gated buildings and areas restricted for security or political reasons (it is not uncommon in Lebanon for politicians to have a restricted-access radius around their residences).

Inability to determine eligibility after 2 visits has repercussions on survey results, both in terms of low response rate and selection bias. Eligibility remained undetermined in almost half of the households approached, particularly in areas perceived to be of a higher socioeconomic status. This is similar to a study in Brazil where researchers also found it hard to recruit respondents from more affluent areas, possibly because they were suspicious of surveyors and afraid of being robbed (31). In such circumstances, and when noncontact is high, techniques to improve outcomes could entail increasing the number of households contacts (which in our case were limited to two due to budget constraints) (35). In the NEMESIS study, for instance, a minimum of 10 calls or visits were made to establish contact with participants and achieve a response rate of 64% (36). Similarly in the National Comorbidity Survey – Replication, unlimited in-person
contact was attempted, reaching a 71% response rate for primary respondents and 80% when taking into account secondary predesignated respondents (16). Other strategies for optimizing contact rates include mixing and adjusting interviewing hours (between weekdays/weekends, daytime/evening) (21,35), increasing the length of the data collection period if possible, and/or seeking supplemental information about households of unknown eligibility (information about at-home patterns from neighbours, doormen or building managers) (21,35).

The response rate in this study (22%) is considerably lower than that reported for another household survey conducted in 2002–2003 among adults in Beirut (60%) (3), but low response rates are certainly not unique to this study or to Lebanon, with declining response rates becoming a major global concern for all data collection modes, including household interviews (37). Reasons for this global phenomenon could be the rise in the number of requests to participate in research (some of which are marketing rather than scientific surveys), or the general time and energy demands of participating in surveys. The low response rate in this particular study could additionally be attributed to the growing, but not yet established, research-oriented culture in Lebanon (29). Efforts to educate the local community about the value of participating in research are limited to academic centres and universities and little is being done on the national level to educate the general public. In the Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing, several strategies were employed to improve response rates including a series of advertisements on local radio, appearing on television interviews and sending information brochures about the study to local religious, community and nongovernmental institutions (11). Enhancing cooperation rates in surveys could thus begin pre-contact, by publicizing the survey through press releases and media (11,38). Other mechanisms could include sending advance letters, for example to alert household members of an upcoming visit by interviewers (35); the detailed sealed letter could be mailed or delivered to the doormen or building manager to be distributed to the selected floors and apartments.

During data collection, recruiting interviewers who are known to or trusted by the community members, or using a neutral agency or media outlet to support the survey and encourage participation, could also help reduce refusals (21). Governmental support, whether financial and/or pragmatic assistance in the field by publicly endorsing the study and encouraging people to participate in it, could be useful only in contexts where governments are perceived favourably; otherwise, members of the community may become even more reluctant to participate in government funded or supported research initiatives (20).

Successful collaborations between public and private institutions, such as ministries of health, hospitals and universities could also improve response rates. For example, the New Zealand Mental Health Survey was conducted following consultation and support from the Ministry of Health as well as groups of experts from the mental health field (39). In countries where armed conflict or political instability may prevail, establishing good relationships with key community
members (gate keepers) can prove especially useful for enhancing access to communities and subsequently households (21,38). Other suggested techniques to overcome field challenges include offering higher monetary incentives at the second contact (36,40).

If initial contacts do result in a refusal, refusal conversion methods could be attempted by mailing a letter for example to reiterate the importance of their participation to the overall success of the study (35). As a worst case scenario, attempts should be made to seek a very short interview that collects the basic data necessary for post survey adjustments (35).

**Funding constraints and their implications**

Given no prior estimates for child mental health disorders in the general population of Lebanon, a prevalence of 50% was assumed when calculating sample size, which yields the largest possible sample size ($n = 384$). Given the clustered sampling technique, a design effect ($deff = 2$) was considered (i.e. $n = 768$); in the absence of an available design effect, the rule of thumb has been to use either 1.5 or 2 (41). Originally, we had aimed at interviewing 1000 participants from Greater Beirut, including its southern and northern suburbs; however, due to budget constraints, the target sample size was reduced to 500, and the study was restricted to administrative Beirut. Pilot survey results (number of non-responders, refusals, and non-eligible) were used to estimate the number of households needed to be approached to achieve 500 completed interviews, and about 11,000 households were estimated to be needed (9061 were actually approached).

Evidently, budget constraints have several repercussions on the design and implementation of household surveys including but not limited to working with a non-optimal sampling frame, reducing desired sample size, restricting target areas, and/or inability to enhance contact rates. Tight research budgets have indeed been identified as one of the challenges of conducting research in the Middle East and Africa regions, and potential future solutions may include establishing a specific budget for research at governmental level (20).

One decision taken by the investigators to cut down on the study expenses and implement the study with the available budget was to volunteer their time. The research team also engaged in several negotiations with the research company to help them see the value of undertaking this work meticulously at a relatively low cost.

**Tool selection and validation**

Using Arabic language instruments in this study required significant preparation that spanned
approximately 2 years. First, instruments in Arabic were difficult to obtain because many are published in journals not readily available in online databases. Second, tools translated into Arabic and tested in a given society are not readily transferable to another Arabic-speaking country, the Arabic language varies by geography to the extent that vernacular Arabic is not mutually comprehensible across countries. Arabic also varies by purpose: a formal variety of Arabic, referred to as Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), is used in literature, education and formal media outlets while vernacular Arabic is used in everyday life, and differs across countries. Therefore, a tool developed using Yemeni Arabic may not be readily understood in Lebanon and vice-versa. Although MSA is thought to be mutually familiar in all Arabic speaking countries, instruments written in MSA risk being too formal and even prohibitive to people with low educational attainment. Tools written strictly in MSA have been described as being “distant” from everyday experiences and not “user-friendly” in accessing psychological constructs (42). In view of these language challenges, existing Arabic instruments such as the DAWBA had to be customized to the Lebanese dialect, while new instruments such as the PRQ had to be developed using a balanced approach to MSA that is clear and familiar to native speakers in Lebanon. Adaptation was also necessary at the level of administration method. During piloting, the DAWBA section on substance-use was judged to be intrusive, and unlikely to yield honest responses in an interview format. Therefore, this section was reformatted to be self-administered in order to enhance the validity of responses.

When necessary, tools were translated from English to Arabic, back-translated, and reviewed by content experts with sequential changes in wording until the Arabic version was successfully piloted. It is worth noting that there is new and growing evidence that recommends a “team translation approach” for survey instrument production, in contrast to back translation. Briefly, the approach entails that a group of people work together to produce, independently from each other, initial translations, which are thereafter assessed by reviewers along with the translators, and finally regarded by one (or more) adjudicator as being ready for pretesting and finalized for fieldwork (43). This approach is particularly useful when the purpose of the study is comparative (cross-cultural) with a primary aim of comparing data across countries and cultures.

The choice of the diagnostic interview is definitely worth discussion. The DAWBA was chosen due to its unique features that make it particularly useful, including the solicitation of open-ended responses following close-ended questions, which can help detect and resolve possible inconsistencies vis-à-vis the close-ended questions (due to language, culture, etc.). Nonetheless, the DAWBA is a long structured interview with many skip rules; the interviewer-administered paper-and-pencil version used in this survey (versus the online version) is particularly time-consuming and liable for more random human errors at the level of the interview and/or data entry. The decision not to use the computerized version was made considering a few factors such as the cost of purchasing the equipment, or the reduced fluency of typing in Arabic.

**Conclusion**
This was the first attempt to survey children and adolescents in the general population of Lebanon, using a structured interview, rating scales and open-ended questions that allow for the establishment of baseline prevalence estimates for various mental health disorders, and the identification of correlates among non-institutionalized community sample of adolescents (10). Despite the many methodological challenges faced, the study was completed and its findings have significantly contributed to the local, as well as global prevalence data for mental disorders among youth (44).

The study also sets the example that a sound epidemiological survey is possible even where resources are limited and contexts challenging, either due to security issues or absence of a research culture. Documentation and dissemination of the main challenges faced and the lessons learned is greatly needed and crucial for ensuring that future surveys, particularly within the same or similar contexts, are conducted with the fewest possible methodological issues.
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Problèmes et solutions contextuels à la réalisation d’une enquête sur la santé mentale des adolescents dans les ménages vivant dans un pays en développement

Résumé

Les données épidémiologiques obtenues auprès des adultes libanais et les efforts accrus de planification des politiques et des services ont démontré l’importance de l’étude des troubles psychiatriques au sein de la population adolescente. En réponse à ce besoin, l’enquête épidémiologique de Beyrouth sur l’état psychologique des jeunes a été menée auprès d’un échantillon communautaire pour estimer la prévalence des troubles psychiatriques et leurs corrélats chez les adolescents. L’objectif principal de ce rapport est de fournir une synthèse du processus de recherche et des problèmes rencontrés lors de la réalisation de la première
enquête sur la santé mentale de la population adolescente au Liban. Le présent rapport examine les difficultés rencontrées et les enseignements tirés suite à la réalisation d’une telle enquête. Parmi les thèmes abordés, l'on peut mentionner l’absence d’un cadre d’échantillonnage adéquat, la réalisation d’une étude solide avec un financement limité et l’absence d’une culture de recherche. Le présent rapport présente des recommandations fondées sur des données probantes à des fins d’enquêtes futures similaires. Le rapport établit également qu’une enquête épidémiologique solide est possible, même lorsque les ressources sont limitées et dans le cadre de contextes difficiles tels que des problèmes de sécurité ou l’absence d’une culture de recherche.
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